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Learning Targets
I can select text evidence to support themes from Bud, Not Buddy.
I can analyze the writing techniques Curtis uses to convey themes in Bud, Not Buddy.
Family protects and understands you, giving you a place to belong.
Chapters 7, 8, 11
Write the gist of the detail or event,
including chapter and page number.

What writing technique does Curtis use to
convey theme, as shown in the detail or event?
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Learning Targets
I can select text evidence to support themes from Bud, Not Buddy.
I can analyze the writing techniques Curtis uses to convey themes in Bud, Not Buddy.
Most people in the world are kind, especially in hard times.
Chapters 8, 10, 12
Write the gist of the detail or event,
including chapter and page number.

What writing technique does Curtis use to
convey theme, as shown in the detail or event?
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Learning Targets
I can select text evidence to support themes from Bud, Not Buddy.
I can analyze the writing techniques Curtis uses to convey themes in Bud, Not Buddy.
When one door closes, another door always opens.
Chapters 7, 8, 12
Write the gist of the detail or event,
including chapter and page number.

What writing technique does Curtis use to
convey theme, as shown in the detail or event?
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Learning Targets
I can select text evidence to support themes from Bud, Not Buddy.
I can analyze the writing techniques Curtis uses to convey themes in Bud, Not Buddy.
Persevere through challenging times.
Chapters 8, 9, 10
Write the gist of the detail or event,
including chapter and page number.

What writing technique does Curtis use to
convey theme, as shown in the detail or event?
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Learning Targets
I can select text evidence to support themes from Bud, Not Buddy.
I can analyze the writing techniques Curtis uses to convey themes in Bud, Not Buddy.
Persevere through challenging times.
Chapters 11, 12, 13
Write the gist of the detail or event,
including chapter and page number.

What writing technique does Curtis use to
convey theme, as shown in the detail or event?
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Name:

Date:

Writing Techniques:

Questions:
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If you can keep your head when all about you
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you;
If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you,
But make allowance for their doubting too:
If you can wait and not be tired by waiting,
Or being lied about, don’t deal in lies,
Or being hated, don’t give way to hating,
And yet don’t look too good, nor talk too wise;
If you can dream—and not make dreams your master;
If you can think—and not make thoughts your aim,
If you can meet with Triumph and Disaster
And treat those two impostors just the same:
If you can bear to hear the truth you’ve spoken
Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools,
Or watch the things you gave your life to, broken,
And stoop and build ’em up with worn-out tools;
If you can make one heap of all your winnings
And risk it on one turn of pitch-and-toss,
And lose, and start again at your beginnings
And never breathe a word about your loss:
If you can force your heart and nerve and sinew
To serve your turn long after they are gone,
And so hold on when there is nothing in you
Except the Will which says to them: “Hold on!”

Rudyard Kipling."If." First published in 1910. Public Domain.
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Name:

“If” by Rudyard Kipling

Date:

Notices

Wonders

If you can keep your head when all
about you
Are losing theirs and blaming it on
you;
If you can trust yourself when all
men doubt you,
But make allowance for their
doubting too:
If you can wait and not be tired by
waiting,
Or, being lied about, don’t deal in
lies,
Or being hated don’t give way to
hating,
And yet don’t look too good, nor talk
too wise;
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Paraphrased

“If” by Rudyard Kipling

Notices

Wonders

If you can dream—and not make
dreams your master;
If you can think—and not make
thoughts your aim,
If you can meet with Triumph and
Disaster
And treat those two impostors just
the same:
If you can bear to hear the truth
you’ve spoken
Twisted by knaves to make a trap for
fools,
Or watch the things you gave your
life to, broken,
And stoop and build ’em up with
worn-out tools;
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Paraphrased

“If” by Rudyard Kipling

Notices

Wonders

If you can make one heap of all your
winnings
And risk it on one turn of pitch-andtoss,
And lose, and start again at your
beginnings
And never breathe a word about your
loss:
If you can force your heart and nerve
and sinew
To serve your turn long after they are
gone,
And so hold on when there is nothing
in you
Except the Will which says to them:
“Hold on!”
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Paraphrased

Name:

Date:

“All of a sudden, I knew that of all the places in the world I’d ever been in this was the one. That of all
the people I’d ever met these were the ones. This was where I was supposed to be.” (page 172)
What does Bud mean when he describes the place as “the one” and the people as “the ones”?
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Name:

Date:

Which of the rules to live by in “If” are similar to a rule or a theme in Bud, Not Buddy?
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Name:

Date:

Bud, Not Buddy

“If”
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Name:

Date:

Directions and Questions

Notes

“If you can dream—and not make dreams your
master;”
1. What does he mean by this?
“If you can think—and not make thoughts your
aim,”
2. What does it mean to not make thoughts
your aim?
“If you can meet with Triumph and Disaster
And treat those two impostors just the same:”
3. What does he mean to treat both triumph
and disaster just the same?
“If you can bear to hear the truth you’ve spoken
Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools,”
What is “a trap for fools”?
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Directions and Questions

Notes

“Or watch the things you gave your life to,
broken,
And stoop and build ’em up with worn-out
tools;”
4. What do you understand from “Or watch the
things you gave your life to, broken”? What
is broken? Who broke it?
5. Why does he describe the tools as “wornout”? What does this mean?
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Name:

Date:

•

How is the experience of reading the poem different from the experience of listening to an
audio version?

•

How is it similar?
Unfamiliar word or
phrase

Paraphrase definition

serve your turn

sinew

heap

pitch-and-toss

will
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Word replacement (literal or
figurative)

Name:

Date:

o How is the experience of reading the poem different from the experience of listening to an audio version?
o How is it similar?

Listening

Reading
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Name:

Date:

Directions and Questions

Notes

“If you can make one heap of all your winnings
And risk it on one turn of pitch-and-toss,”
1. What do you think he means by “one turn of
pitch-and-toss”?

“And lose, and start again at your beginnings
And never breathe a word about your loss:”
2. What does “And lose, and start again at your
beginnings” mean?
3. What does it mean to “never breathe a word
about your loss”?
“If you can force your heart and nerve and
sinew
To serve your turn long after they are gone,”
4. What does he mean to “serve your turn long
after they are gone”?
“And so hold on when there is nothing in you
Except the Will which says to them: ‘Hold on’”
5. What does he mean by “And so hold on
when there is nothing in you”?
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If you can keep your head when all about you
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you;
If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you,
But make allowance for their doubting too:
If you can wait and not be tired by waiting,
Or being lied about, don’t deal in lies,
Or being hated, don’t give way to hating,
And yet don’t look too good, nor talk too wise;
If you can dream—and not make dreams your master;
If you can think—and not make thoughts your aim,
If you can meet with Triumph and Disaster
And treat those two impostors just the same:
If you can bear to hear the truth you’ve spoken
Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools,
Or watch the things you gave your life to, broken,
And stoop and build ’em up with worn-out tools;
If you can make one heap of all your winnings
And risk it on one turn of pitch-and-toss,
And lose, and start again at your beginnings
And never breathe a word about your loss:
If you can force your heart and nerve and sinew
To serve your turn long after they are gone,
And so hold on when there is nothing in you
Except the Will which says to them: “Hold on!”
If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue,
Or walk with Kings—nor lose the common touch,
If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you,
If all men count with you, but none too much;
If you can fill the unforgiving minute
With sixty seconds’ worth of distance run,
Yours is the Earth and everything that’s in it,
And—which is more—you’ll be a Man, my son!
Rudyard Kipling."If." First published in 1910. Public Domain.
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Name:

Date:

2. How is the experience of listening to Stanza 4 similar to reading Stanza 4? How is it different?

Reading

Listening
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•

How is the experience of reading the poem different from the experience of listening to an
audio version?

•

How is it similar?
Questions

Answer

If you can talk with crowds and
keep
your virtue,
Or walk with Kings—nor lose
the
common touch,

Circle one:
a.
To actually walk down the street with some kings.

3. What do you think it means
to “walk with Kings”?
Yours is the Earth and
everything that’s in it,
And---which is more---you’ll be
a Man, my son!
4. What does he mean by
“Yours is the Earth and
everything that’s in it”?

b.

To be friends with people who are successful and have
everything.

c.

To carry a king from a chess set in your pocket.

d.

To be friends with people who think you are a king
because they don’t have very much.

Circle one:
a.

You become ruler of the earth and literally own
everything in it.

b.

You will be a failure on earth and never get anywhere in
life.

c.

You will be successful—everything you want you will
have.

d.

You might be successful, but you will not get where you
want to be because you don’t have everything you want.
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Questions

Answer

5. How do those two lines
contribute to the meaning of
the whole poem?
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Questions

Answer

6. What are some rules to live
by that Rudyard Kipling
gives us in this stanza of the
poem?

7. Look at the Conveying
Theme in Bud, Not Buddy
charts. Which of the rules to
live by in this stanza of “If”
connects with a theme in
Bud, Not Buddy? How does
it connect?
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8. What is similar about the way the authors Christopher Paul Curtis and Rudyard Kipling conveyed a similar theme? What is
different?”

“If”

Bud, Not Buddy
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Name:

Date:

1. How is the experience of listening to Stanza 4 similar to reading Stanza 4? How is it different?

Listening

Reading
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Similarities:
•

Same words

•

Same overall meaning

Unique to Listening:
•
Emphasis on certain words and phrases
•

The tone that it is read in generates a certain moodMore dramatic/more interesting to listen
to it than read it

Unique to Reading
•
Emphasize different words to listening based on own interpretation
•

Read it in a different tone due to a different personal interpretation
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Learning Targets
I can cite text-based evidence to support an analysis of literary text. (RL.6.1)
I can write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant evidence. (W6.1)
I can produce clear and coherent writing that is appropriate to task, purpose, and audience. (W.6.4)
Focusing question: How does Bud use his “rules” to help him: to survive or to thrive?
In the novel Bud, Not Buddy, the main character, Bud Caldwell, creates a set of rules to live by that he
calls “Caldwell’s Rules and Things for Making a Funner Life and Making a Better Liar out of Yourself.”
These rules are Bud’s response to his life experiences.
In this assessment, you are asked to write a literary argument essay in which you will establish a claim
about whether Bud uses those “rules to live by” to help him survive or thrive in his life. You will
establish your claim in an introduction. Then to support your claim, you will use evidence about how
Bud uses three of his rules. Finally, you will provide closure to your essay with a conclusion.
In your essay, be sure to:
•

Write an introduction that presents your claim.

•

Select three of Bud’s rules to support your claim.

•

Use relevant and specific text evidence, including direct quotations, to support your claim.

•

Explain how your evidence supports your claim.

•

Use transitional words and phrases to make your writing cohesive and logical.
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•

Make a claim, “C.”

•

Text evidence that supports the claim, “T.”

•

Explain how each piece of evidence supports the claim, “E.”

•

Introduce the claim.

•

Make it cohesive—sticks together.

•

Make it logical—makes sense.
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Life offers many opportunities to make choices. Life can be both easy and hard. When we make
choices during the easy or hard times, we are either surviving or thriving. Steve Jobs used his rules in
his life to help him thrive. He did this despite being orphaned, dropping out of college, being fired,
and having cancer. In his commencement address to Stanford University in 2005, Jobs shared his
three rules to follow in order to thrive in life.
While remembering his Reed College days, Steve Jobs shared his first rule: “You have to trust in
something.” He told the graduates that each choice in our lives is a dot, and we should trust in those
choices. He said this was more important than spending time worrying about how all the dots connect
in the future. Jobs followed his rule to trust his gut and enrolled in a calligraphy college course, and
that led to the typefaces and spacing used in computers today. Following the rule to trust in
something helped Jobs thrive in life because he trusted in himself and didn’t spend energy worrying
about the future.
Even though Jobs trusted in himself along the way, not everything worked out as he had planned. At
the age of 30 he was fired from Apple, his own company. This led him to discover his second rule:
“Love what you do” and do what you love. Jobs overcame being fired and followed that rule. He
continued doing what he loved, working on computer systems and starting companies such as Pixar.
By choosing to do what he loved, Steve Jobs stayed true to himself and thrived regardless of the tough
times.
During his life, Jobs overcame many hardships, like being fired from Apple and surviving his first
diagnosis of cancer in 2005. Even before he survived his first round of cancer, he lived by his third
rule: “Live each day as if it was your last.” Jobs followed his heart and intuition with the calligraphy
class. He found courage to get over fears of what others thought about him after getting fired from
Apple. He knew death was a part of life, and remembering this each day helped him ensure he was
doing what he really wanted most days of his life. By living the rule, Jobs thrived.
Steve Jobs taught us that thriving is about trusting ourselves while also keeping the perspective that
life is temporary. Despite hardships, Steve Job followed his three rules to live by: trust in something,
do what you love, and let death give you life. Were he alive today, he might even say this: Don’t just
have rules—actually follow them if you want to thrive in life.
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Name:

Date:

Focusing question: How did Steve Jobs use his “rules” to help him survive or thrive?
The claim
Steve Jobs’ rules help him thrive.
Text evidence from speech

Text evidence from speech

Text evidence from speech

Explaining the thinking
about this rule …

Explaining the thinking about
this rule …

Explaining the thinking about
this rule …

What is going on in the
story to help you prove your
claim?
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Name:

Date:

Focusing question: How did Steve Jobs use his “rules” to help him survive or thrive?
The claim
Steve Jobs’ rules help him thrive.
Text evidence from speech

Text evidence from speech

Text evidence from speech

You have to trust in
something.

Love what you do and do
what you love.

Live each day as if it was
your last.

Explaining the thinking
about this rule …

Explaining the thinking about
this rule …

What is going on in the
story to help you prove your
claim?

Steve Jobs followed his rule
to trust his gut and enrolled
in a calligraphy college
course, which led to the
typefaces and spacing used
in computers today.
Following the rule to trust
helped Jobs thrive in life
because he trusted in himself
and didn’t spend energy
worrying about the future.
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Explaining the thinking about
this rule …

1. Bud worries about monsters and a ghost getting him because
the room was a dead person.
Bud’s Rule #28
Gone = dead.
Chapter 15,
p.178

2. Bud puts the chair and the dresser in front of the doorknob to
the closet.
3. Herman Calloway comes in the room, locks the closet doors,
and is mean to Bud, saying he doesn’t trust him.
4. Bud wonders how Calloway could be family because he was
mean and didn’t trust him before finding anything out about
him.
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Directions:
1. Write your rule, page number, and chapter on one side.
2. Skim the text of the novel before and after the rule.
3. Discuss, one at a time, what each member of your group found from skimming.
4. Write the text evidence from the novel that will help the class remember exactly how Bud used
that rule. Write large and clear for everyone to read it during the Gallery Walk. NOTE: This is not
where you argue about whether it helped him survive or thrive.
5. Consider these questions as you work:
*

Does Bud use the rule immediately?

*

Does he use it later in novel?

*

Does he break his own rule?
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Adapted from Odell Education’s “Forming EBC Worksheet” and developed in partnership with Expeditionary Learning
34

Name:

Date:

What do you think of your independent reading book so far? How would you rate it on a scale from 0
(really disliking it) to 5
(really enjoying it)? (Circle your response.)

0

1

2

3

Why?
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4

5

Purpose
Students argue their claims with supporting text evidence.
Procedure
Post two signs at either end of an imaginary line that goes across the classroom. At one end of the line,
post “Survive.” At the
other end, post “Thrive.”
1. Tell students that today they will be using the Take a Stand protocol, which will allow them to
share and explain text evidence from Bud, Not Buddy that supports their claim. Students will
choose a side of the classroom that they agree with: Bud uses his rules to survive or Bud uses his
rules to thrive.
2. Explain the steps of the protocol:
a.

The teacher will ask the focus question: “How does Bud use his rules: to help him survive or to
help him thrive?” Take a side.

b.

After the teacher makes a statement, the students will walk to their side with the Forming
Evidence-Based Claims graphic organizer from Lesson 10 to support their explanations.

c.

The teacher will give students 2 minutes to organize their arguments. For example, each side
might determine three to four main arguments to make in support of their claim as well as who
will be the first person to speak for their side.

d.

The teacher will then cue students to stand along the imaginary line of their claim, and ask
students to make sure to hear from people on different parts of the line.

e.

Each side will have 1 minute to present their supporting evidence and explanations to the other
side uninterrupted. After each side takes a turn, the sides can freely talk back and forth about
their arguments for 1 minute.

f.

If a student hears an opinion that changes her or his mind about the group’s claim, she or he
can move quietly to the other side of the room.
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3. As you use the protocol:
a.

Remind students of respectful talking expectations.

b.

You can have students stand up or sit down in their places, depending on the needs of your
students.

c.

Consider repeating rounds (Step e above) three or four times. You may allow students to
regroup with their own side between each round to refine their explanation (argument).
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Name:

Date:

1. What is your claim?

2. Briefly explain your reasons why this is your claim, including some text evidence.
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Name:

Criteria

CCLS

CLAIM AND
W.2
REASONS:
R.1–9
The extent to
which the essay
conveys complex
ideas and
information
clearly and
accurately in
order to logically
support the
author’s
argument

Date:

4

3

2

1

0

—clearly introduces
the text and the
claim in a manner
that is compelling
and follows logically
from the task and
purpose
—claim and reasons
demonstrate
insightful analysis of
the text(s)

— clearly introduces
the text and the
claim in a manner
that follows from
the task and
purpose
— claim and reasons
demonstrate gradeappropriate analysis
of the text(s)

— introduces the
text and the claim in
a manner that
follows generally
from the task and
purpose
— claim and reasons
demonstrate a literal
comprehension of
the text(s)

— introduces the
text and the claim in
a manner that does
not logically follow
from the task and
purpose
— claim and reasons
demonstrate little
understanding of the
text(s)

— claim and
reasons
demonstrate a
lack of
comprehension
of the text(s) or
task
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Criteria

CCLS

4

3

2

1

0

COMMAND OF
EVIDENCE:
The extent to
which the essay
presents
evidence from
the provided
texts to support
argument

W.9
R.1–9

—develops the claim
with relevant, wellchosen facts,
definitions, concrete
details, quotations,
or other information
and examples from
the text(s)
—sustains the use of
varied, relevant
evidence
—skillfully and
logically explains
how evidence
supports ideas

—develops the claim
with relevant facts,
definitions, details,
quotations, or other
information and
examples from the
text(s)
—sustains the use of
relevant evidence,
with some lack of
variety
—logically explains
how evidence
supports ideas

—partially develops
the claim of the
essay with the use of
some textual
evidence, some of
which may be
irrelevant
—uses relevant
evidence
inconsistently
—sometimes
logically explains
how evidence
supports ideas

—demonstrates an
attempt to use
evidence, but
develops ideas with
only minimal,
occasional evidence
that is generally
invalid or irrelevant
—attempts to
explain how
evidence supports
ideas

—provides no
evidence or
provides
evidence that is
completely
irrelevant
—does not
explain how
evidence
supports ideas
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Criteria

CCLS

COHERENCE,
W.2
ORGANIZATION, R.1–9
AND STYLE:
The extent to
which
the essay logically
organizes
complex ideas,
concepts, and
information using
formal style and
precise language

4

3

2

1

0

—exhibits clear
organization, with the
skillful use of
appropriate and
varied transitions to
create a unified whole
and enhance meaning
—establishes and
maintains a formal
style, using gradeappropriate,
stylistically
sophisticated
language and domainspecific vocabulary
with a notable sense
of voice
—provides a
concluding statement
or section that is
compelling and
follows clearly from
the claim and reasons
presented

—exhibits clear
organization, with
the use of
appropriate
transitions to
create a unified
whole
—establishes and
maintains a formal
style using precise
language and
domain-specific
vocabulary
—provides a
concluding
statement or
section that
follows from the
claim and reasons
presented

—exhibits some
attempt at
organization, with
inconsistent use of
transitions
—establishes but
fails to maintain a
formal style, with
inconsistent use of
language and
domain-specific
vocabulary
—provides a
concluding
statement or section
that generally
follows the claim
and reasons
presented

—exhibits little
attempt at
organization, or
attempts to organize
are irrelevant to the
task
—lacks a formal
style, using language
that is imprecise or
inappropriate for
the text(s) and task
—provides a
concluding
statement or section
that is illogical or
unrelated to the
claim and reasons
presented

—exhibits no
evidence of
organization
—uses language
that is
predominantly
incoherent or
copied directly
from the text(s)
—does not
provide a
concluding
statement or
section
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Criteria

CCLS

4

3

2

1

0

CONTROL OF
CONVENTIONS:
The extent to
which the essay
demonstrates
command of the
conventions of
standard English
grammar, usage,
capitalization,
punctuation, and
spelling

W.2
L.1
L.2

—demonstrates
grade-appropriate
command of
conventions, with
few errors

—demonstrates
grade-appropriate
command of
conventions, with
occasional errors
that do not hinder
comprehension

—demonstrates
emerging command
of conventions, with
some errors that
may hinder
comprehension

—demonstrates a
lack of command of
conventions, with
frequent errors that
hinder
comprehension

—demonstrates
minimal
command of
conventions,
making
assessment of
conventions
unreliable
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A sandwich is made up of three parts—the bread on top, the filling in the middle, and the bread on the
bottom. A “quote sandwich” is similar; it is how you use evidence in an argument essay. First, you
introduce a quote by telling your reader where it came from. Then, you include the quote. Lastly, you
explain how the quote supports your idea. This is where you add your own thoughts to the claim and
the text evidence.

Introduce the quote.
This includes the “when” of the rule.
Sample sentence starters for introducing a rule:
In Chapter __ of the novel, _______________________________.
We are introduced to Rule __ as Bud _______________.
Bud recalls rule number ___that _____________________.

Include the rule.
Make sure to write the number of the rule and punctuate correctly,
especially when using quotation marks.
Bud’s rule number ____________,
“__________________________________________________________

Analyze the rule.
This is where you explain how the quote supports your claim.
Sample sentence starters for quote analysis:
Using rule number ____ helps Bud __________________________
.
By not following rule __ Bud
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A sandwich is made up of three parts—the bread on top, the filling in the middle, and the bread on the
bottom. A “quote sandwich” is similar; it is how you use evidence in an argument essay. First, you
introduce a quote by telling your reader where it came from. Then, you include the quote. Lastly, you
explain how the quote supports your idea. This is where you add your own thoughts to the claim and
the text evidence.

Introduce the quote.
This includes the “when” of the rule.
Sample sentence starters for introducing a rule:
In Chapter __ of the novel, _______________________________.
We are introduced to Rule __ as Bud _______________.
Bud recalls rule number ___that _____________________.

Include the rule.
Make sure to write the number of the rule and punctuate correctly,
especially when using quotation marks.
Bud’s rule number ____________,
“_________________________________________________________

Analyze the rule.
This is where you explain how the quote supports your claim.
Sample sentence starters for quote analysis:
Using rule number ____ helps Bud __________________________
.
By not following rule __ Bud
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A sandwich is made up of three parts—the bread on top, the filling in the middle, and the bread on the
bottom. A “quote sandwich” is similar; it is how you use evidence in an argument essay. First, you
introduce a quote by telling your reader where it came from. Then, you include the quote. Lastly, you
explain how the quote supports your idea. This is where you add your own thoughts to the claim and
the text evidence.

Introduce the quote.
This includes the “when” of the rule.
Sample sentence starters for introducing a rule:
In Chapter __ of the novel,
_______________________________.
We are introduced to Rule __ as Bud _______________.

Include the rule.
Make sure to write the number of the rule and punctuate correctly,
especially when using quotation marks.
Bud’s rule number ____________,
“_________________________________________________________

Analyze the rule.
This is where you explain how the quote supports your claim.
Sample sentence starters for quote analysis:
Using rule number ____ helps Bud __________________________
.
By not following rule __ Bud
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Name:

Date:
Learning Target: I can use precise and domain-specific language to formally
argue my claim about how Bud uses his rules.

Excerpts from DRAFT of
Student Model Essay

Steps to Revise for a
Formal Style

Life gives many chances to make
choices. Life can be both easy and
hard. When we make choices during
the easy or hard times, we are either
surviving or thriving.
Steve Jobs used his rules in his life
to help him thrive. He did this
despite being orphaned, dropping
out of college, being fired, and
having cancer. In his speech in
2005, Jobs shared his three rules to
follow in order to thrive in life.
While remembering his Reed
College days, Steve Jobs shared his
first rule: “You have to trust in
something.” … Jobs followed his
rule to trust his gut and enrolled in
a calligraphy college course, and
that led to the typefaces and spacing
used in computers today. Following
the rule to trust helped Jobs thrive
in life because he trusted in himself
and didn’t spend energy worrying
about the future.
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Excerpts from DRAFT
of Student Model Essay

Steps to Revise for a
Formal Style

Steve Jobs used his rules in
his life to help him thrive.
He did this despite being
orphaned, dropping out of
college, being fired, and
having cancer. In his
speech in 2005, Jobs
shared his three rules to
follow in order to thrive in
life.

• Read the second excerpt. Invite students to read along, again
paying attention to your steps to revise word choice. If students
feel confident in this process, consider allowing them to make the
word choices that will make this excerpt more formal. If students
are struggling, then model with this excerpt.
• Underline the word “speech” as you read.
• After reading the excerpt, say:
• “‘Speech’ seems too general here. I am introducing the
essay, and this is the first time I am bringing up the speech.”
• Ask:
• “Instead of ‘speech,’ what is a more formal way in which I
could refer to it?”
• Invite students to talk briefly with a partner about ideas and then
share whole class.
• Say: “I heard many of you say I should call it by something more
specific, perhaps its official title. I am going to replace ‘speech’
with ‘commencement address to Stanford University.’”
• Cross out “speech” and write “commencement address to
Stanford University” above it.
• Reread the sentence for students to hear how the new words flow.
• Ask students to turn and talk to their elbow partner:
• “How did changing my word choice here give my writing a
more formal style?”
• Listen for and guide students to include these key steps in
addition to what they have already:
• Notice a general word that could have a formal style.
• Replace the words with something more formal and specific.
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• Reread the sentence to make sure it flows well.
• Direct students to write the steps you modeled in the right-hand
column of the Writing with a Formal Style recording form.
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Excerpts from DRAFT
of Student Model Essay
While remembering his
Reed College days, Steve
Jobs shared his first rule:
“You have to trust in
something.” … Jobs
followed his rule to trust
his gut and enrolled in a
calligraphy college course,
and that led to the
typefaces and spacing used
in computers today.
Following the rule to trust
in something helped Jobs
thrive in life because he
trusted in himself and
didn’t spend energy
worrying about the future.

Steps to Revise for a
Formal Style
• Read the third excerpt. Circle the highlighted words as you read.
• Say:
• “These are words that are specific from the speech given by
Steve Jobs. They show domain-specific language used with
computers. We don’t need to revise them; just notice a good
use of formal language already in this draft.”
• Ask:
• “What can we add to our steps about this model for using
domain-specific language?”
• Listen for and guide students to include these key steps:
• Use domain-specific language.
• Use language directly from your text/novel.
• Direct students to write the steps you modeled in the right-hand
column of the Writing with a Formal Style recording form.
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GRADE 6: MODULE 2A: UNIT 2: LESSON 14
Rows 1 and 3 of Literary Argument Essay Rubric

Name:

Date:

Criteria
CLAIM AND REASONS:
The extent to which the essay conveys complex
ideas and information clearly and accurately in
order to logically support the author’s argument
CCLS

4

COHERENCE, ORGANIZATION, AND STYLE:
The extent to which the essay logically organizes
complex ideas, concepts, and information using
formal style and precise language

W.2
R.1–9

W.2
R.1–9

• clearly introduces the text and the claim in a
manner that is compelling and follows logically
from the task and purpose

• exhibits clear organization, with the skillful use of
appropriate and varied transitions to create a unified whole
and enhance meaning

• claim and reasons demonstrate insightful
analysis of the text(s)

• establishes and maintains a formal style, using gradeappropriate, stylistically sophisticated language and
domain-specific vocabulary with a notable sense of voice
• provides a concluding statement or section that is
compelling and follows clearly from the claim and reasons
presented

Created by Expeditionary Learning, on behalf of Public Consulting Group, Inc.
© Public Consulting Group, Inc., with a perpetual license granted to
Expeditionary Learning Outward Bound, Inc.
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1

GRADE 6: MODULE 2A: UNIT 2: LESSON 14
Rows 1 and 3 of Literary Argument Essay Rubric

3

• clearly introduces the text and the claim in a
manner that follows from the task and purpose

• exhibits clear organization, with the use of appropriate
transitions to create a unified whole

• claim and reasons demonstrate gradeappropriate analysis of the text(s)

• establishes and maintains a formal style using precise
language and domain-specific vocabulary
• provides a concluding statement or section that follows
from the claim and reasons presented

2

• introduces the text and the claim in a manner
that follows generally from the task and purpose

• exhibits some attempt at organization, with inconsistent
use of transitions

• claim and reasons demonstrate a literal
comprehension of the text(s)

• establishes but fails to maintain a formal style, with
inconsistent use of language and domain-specific
vocabulary
• provides a concluding statement or section that generally
follows the claim and reasons presented

1

• introduces the text and the claim in a manner
that does not logically follow from the task and
purpose
• claim and reasons demonstrate little
understanding of the text(s)

• exhibits little attempt at organization, or attempts to
organize are irrelevant to the task
• lacks a formal style, using language that is imprecise or
inappropriate for the text(s) and task
• provides a concluding statement or section that follows
from the claim and reasons presented
• statement or section that is illogical or unrelated to the
claim and reasons presented

Created by Expeditionary Learning, on behalf of Public Consulting Group, Inc.
© Public Consulting Group, Inc., with a perpetual license granted to
Expeditionary Learning Outward Bound, Inc.
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2

GRADE 6: MODULE 2A: UNIT 2: LESSON 14
Rows 1 and 3 of Literary Argument Essay Rubric

0

• claim and reasons demonstrate a lack of
comprehension of the text(s) or task

• exhibits no evidence of organization
• uses language that is predominantly incoherent or copied
directly from the text(s)
• does not provide a concluding statement or section

Created by Expeditionary Learning, on behalf of Public Consulting Group, Inc.
© Public Consulting Group, Inc., with a perpetual license granted to
Expeditionary Learning Outward Bound, Inc.
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3

GRADE 6: MODULE 2A: UNIT 2: LESSON 14
Self Assessment:
Rows 1 and 3 of Literary Argument Essay Rubric
Row 1.

Row 3.

Created by Expeditionary Learning, on behalf of Public Consulting Group, Inc.
© Public Consulting Group, Inc., with a perpetual license granted to
Expeditionary Learning Outward Bound, Inc.
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4

You have read several texts of different types to discover the “rules to live by” of other characters and
real people: Bud from Bud, Not Buddy, Steve Jobs, President Barack Obama, and poet Rudyard
Kipling. Each of these people decided on his “rules to live by” based on his own life experiences.
Now you have a chance to share some of the important lessons, or “rules to live by,” that you have
learned from experiences in your own life. We trust the rules suggested by Steve Jobs and President
Barack Obama because they have both been very successful in their lives; however, for people to trust
your rules to live by, you need to be able to support your rule with evidence from research.
You will begin by choosing a topic important to you and people in your age group. With a small
“expert group,” you will research the facts of this topic and collect evidence: facts, definitions, and
quotes in order to determine a rule to live by. Finally, you will individually write an evidence-based
essay to inform readers of one “rule to live by” that can be shared with others who can learn from your
experiences and research.
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I can pose questions that help me clarify what is being discussed. (SL.6.1c)
I can pose questions that elaborate on the topic being discussed. (SL.6.1c)
I can respond to questions with elaboration and detail that connect with the topic being discussed.
(SL.6.1c)
After a discussion, I can paraphrase what I understand about the topic being discussed. (SL.6.1d)
Student 1:

My rule to live by is to drink plenty of water every single day.

Student 2:

Why do you think that is a good rule to live by?

Student 1:

Because drinking water keeps you hydrated.

Student 3:

So why do we need to stay hydrated? Why is that so important?

Student 1:

We need to stay hydrated because if we are dehydrated, we will be tired and
our bodies won’t function as well as they should. We will feel unwell and we
won’t be able to work hard at school.

Student 4:

So I hear you saying that you think we should drink water every single day to
keep us hydrated because being hydrated keeps us alert and healthy. Is that
right?

Student 1:

Yes!

Student 1
[to Student 2]:

So what is your rule to live by?

Student 2:

To read every single day.

Student 4:

Why do you think that is a good rule to live by?

Student 2:

Because reading every day makes you a better reader.

Student 3:

But how does reading every day make you a better reader?

Student 2:

It builds your vocabulary.

Student 1:

So I hear you saying that we need to read every single day to build our
vocabulary. Is that right?
55

Student 2:

Yes, and building our vocabulary will make us better readers!
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Student Name:

Date:

Criteria
Paraphrases ideas and questions
Asks clarifying questions
Asks probing questions
Clearly explains own ideas
Responds to questions with details
Seeks out different peer perspectives and backgrounds
Acknowledges different peer perspectives and
backgrounds
Respectfully compares own perspective with someone
else’s.

Notes/Comments:
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Name:

Date:

Which topic is of particular interest to you for research?
1. Healthy habits
2. Reduce, reuse, recycle
3. Bullying

Why?
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Name:

Date:

Topic of Research:

Directions:
This is your place to gather information and summarize your findings as you complete the research project.
This will serve as a portion of your mid-unit assessment and demonstrate your progress toward RI.6.1 (citing text evidence),
RI.6.2 (summarizing), and W.7 (conducting and research project).

This side will provide specific directions as well as a place to
collect your source information.

This side is where you will gather relevant information and
summarize your texts.

I. Research Question

My research question:

Consider these two questions as you write your question:
What is important about this topic?
How does it contribute to improving the lives of your peers?
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This side will provide specific directions as well as a place to
collect your source information.

This side is where you will gather relevant information and
summarize your texts.

II. RESEARCH NOTES

Text 1
Direction for this text: _____________________________

Relevant information from this text (bullet points):

Text Title: _____________________________________
Author: ______________________________________
Source: _______________________________________

Did reading this text make you want to revise or refine your
research question?

Summary of the text:

_______ Yes _______ No
If yes, how?
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This side will provide specific directions as well as a place to
collect your source information.

This side is where you will gather relevant information and
summarize your texts.

II. RESEARCH NOTES

Text 2
Direction for this text: _____________________________

Relevant information from this text (bullet points):

Text Title: _____________________________________
Author: ______________________________________
Source: _______________________________________

Did reading this text make you want to revise or refine your
research question?

Summary of the text:

_______ Yes _______ No
If yes, how?
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This side will provide specific directions as well as a place to
collect your source information.

This side is where you will gather relevant information and
summarize your texts.

II. RESEARCH NOTES

Text 3
Direction for this text: _____________________________

Relevant information from this text (bullet points):

Text Title: _____________________________________
Author: ______________________________________
Source: _______________________________________

Did reading this text make you want to revise or refine your
research question?

Summary of the text:

_______ Yes _______ No
If yes, how?
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This side will provide specific directions as well as a place to
collect your source information.

This side is where you will gather relevant information and
summarize your texts.

II. RESEARCH NOTES

Text 4
Direction for this text: _____________________________

Relevant information from this text (bullet points):

Text Title: _____________________________________
Author: ______________________________________
Source: _______________________________________

Did reading this text make you want to revise or refine your
research question?

Summary of the text:

_______ Yes _______ No
If yes, how?
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III. SYNTHESIZE YOUR FINDINGS

Summarize your findings about your research topic. Remember to use complete sentences and to acknowledge your sources.
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IV. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

After conducting this research, what are you wondering? What suggestions do you have for further study?
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Directions: Before Lesson 16, prepare folders for each research team with all texts plus a glossary for
each team member. As described in the Teaching Notes for Lesson 16, students begin their research
with their teams using Research Folders that contain a small number of previously selected research
materials for each of the countries identified.
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle Research Folder
• Rainsford, Blair, “A Skateboarder Goes Green,” www.scholastic.comactionmag. April 16, 2012.
• “Live by Design, Not Default,” Skipping Stones, Sept.–Oct. 2009. Print.
• “Earth Day, Your Way: Celebrate Earth Day, April 22,” Current Health 1, The Weekly Reader
Corporation, Apr.–May 2006. Print.
• “The Life of a Cell Phone,” United States Environmental Protection Agency.
Expeditionary Learning is still seeking permission for all texts.
We will post an updated version of the lesson once permission is granted.
Glossary for Healthy Habits Research Folder
Article: “A Skateboarder Goes Green”
activist

person who works to support a cause

asthma

an illness that makes breathing difficult

bird sanctuary

a place where birds are protected

spew

gush

slew

a large number of something
Commentary: “Live by Design, Not Default”

advocate

a person who supports or promotes the interest
of others

compassionate

sympathetic
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controversial

relating to a topic that sparks opposing
viewpoints

sustainable

a practice of using a resource that prevents the
resource from being depleted or damaged

Article: “Earth Day, Your Way: Celebrate Earth Day, April 22”
conservation

planned management of a natural resource to
prevent exploitation, destruction, or neglect

nutrient

a substance that provides nourishment

profit

a gain

renewable

capable of being replaced
Informational Poster: “The Life of a Cell Phone”

consume

to use goods

dematerialization

to use less stuff

resources

a source of supply

toxicity

containing poisonous material
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Healthy Habits Research Folder
“Health Rocks,” Skipping Stones, Jan./Feb. 2013. 23: Print.
Jennifer Marino-Walters, “Make Your Move,” Scholastic News Edition 4, May 10, 2010. Print.
Emily Sohn, “Recipe for Health,” Science News for Kids, April 2, 2008.
Susan Heavey, “Adults cut back fast food, but U.S. kids still eat too much fat: CDC,” Washington Post,
February 21, 2013. Print.
Expeditionary Learning is still seeking permission for all texts.
We will post an updated version of the lesson once permission is granted.
Glossary for Healthy Habits Research Folder
Article: “Health Rocks”
affluent

having a generous supply of material possessions

immunity

being able to resist disease

obesity

excessive fat in the body

regulations

a rule or order issued by an authority
Article: “Make Your Move”

alliance

a relationship that benefits both parties

luxury

something that you don’t really need, but that is
enjoyable to have
Article: “Recipe for Health”

health

the condition of being sound in mind, body, and
spirit

nutrition

the act of taking in and using food substances

obese

having excessive body fat

pediatric nutritionist

a professional who helps children eat healthfully
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Article: “Adults cut back fast food, but U.S. kids still eat too much fat: CDC”
caloric intake

the number of calories a person eats

consume

to eat or drink, especially in a large quantity

obese

excess fat in the body

sedentary

not physically active
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Bullying Research Folder
• Carmen Morais, “Bullies Behind Bars,” Scholastic News Choices, October 2012. Print.
• “Cyberbullying Statistics,” www.bullyingstatistics.org.
• Elizabeth Larson and Justin O’Neill, “Is the Cafeteria Ruining Your Life?” Scholastic Scope,
November 18, 2012. Print.
Expeditionary Learning is still seeking permission for all texts.
We will post an updated version of the lesson once permission is granted.
Glossary for Bullying Research Folder
Article: “Bullies Behind Bars”
cyberbullying

the electronic posting of mean-spirited messages

criminalize

to make illegal

empathetic

showing understanding

grappling

struggling through

torment

inflicting pain

Article: “Cyberbullying Statistics”
camaraderie

a spirit of friendly companionship

petition

a formal written request

tolerant

showing the capacity to endure pain or hardship
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Learning Targets
I can cite text-based evidence to support an analysis of literary text. (RL.6.1)
I can write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant evidence. (W6.1)
I can produce clear and coherent writing that is appropriate to task, purpose, and audience. (W.6.4)
Focusing question: How does Bud use his “rules” to help him: to survive or to thrive?
In the novel Bud, Not Buddy, the main character, Bud Caldwell, creates a set of rules to live by that he
calls “Caldwell’s Rules and Things for Making a Funner Life and Making a Better Liar out of Yourself.”
These rules are Bud’s response to his life experiences.
In this assessment, you are asked to write a literary argument essay in which you will establish a claim
about whether Bud uses those “rules to live by” to help him survive or thrive in his life. You will
establish your claim in an introduction. Then to support your claim, you will use evidence about how
Bud uses three of his rules. Finally, you will provide closure to your essay with a conclusion.
In your essay, be sure to:
• Write an introduction that presents your claim.
• Select three of Bud’s rules to support your claim.
• Use relevant and specific text evidence, including direct quotations, to support your claim.
• Explain how your evidence supports your claim.
• Use transitional words and phrases to make your writing cohesive and logical.
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1. Be kind: Always treat others with dignity and respect. This means we never use words that are
hurtful, including sarcasm.
2. Be specific: Focus on particular strengths and weaknesses, rather than making general
comments like “It’s good” or “I like it.” Provide insight into why it is good or what, specifically, you
like about it.
3. Be helpful: The goal is to positively contribute to the individual or the group, not to simply be
heard. Echoing the thoughts of others or cleverly pointing out details that are irrelevant wastes
time.
4. Participate: Peer critique is a process to support each other, and your feedback is valued!
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Name:

Date:

“Develops the claim with relevant facts, definitions, details, quotations, or other information and
examples from the text(s).”

Star:

Step:
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Learning Resources
CoSer 501
Educational Media

Equal Opportunity Notice
CA BOCES hereby advises students, parents, employees and the general public that it offers employment,
programs and educational opportunities, including vocational education opportunities, without regard to gender,
race, color, national origin, handicap or any other legally protected status. Inquiries regarding this nondiscrimination policy and grievance procedures may be directed to :
Human Resources Director, Cattaraugus-Allegany BOCES, 1825 Windfall Road, Olean, NY 14760; 716-3768237.

